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    		 			When you’re moving to Houston, you need the top real estate agents to help you move to the best neighborhoods and movers that can deliver all your belongings safely without damage. These Houston experts are experienced and knowledgeable about the current housing markets, know the city inside out and come highly recommended by customers that have used their services.

Here are the top 3 Real estate agents in Houston

1. Bernstein Realty

Bernstein Realty has been in business for more than three decades providing everything related to real estate. From relocating, buying and selling properties to leasing homes, Bernstein has professionals that will meet your real estate needs.

Contact information

Bernstein Realty, Inc.

9575 Katy Freeway, Suite 205

Houston, Texas 77024

Phone: 713.932.1032/1.800.928.1032

 

2. Eric Pierce, Champions Real Estate Group

From the time Eric Pierce became a full-time real estate agent in 2013, he has never looked back. He helps clients in Houston buy their first home or move into their dream homes. Apart from knowing the city, Pierce also collaborates with certified construction companies such as Color Houses that helps the local people to do house renovations and remodeling at an affordable cost.

Contact information

6117 Richmond Ave, Ste 120, Houston, TX 77057

Phone: (713) 785-6666

Fax: (713) 785-6631

 

3. ULR Properties

When you want friendly and knowledgeable real estate agents in Houston, then Urban Leasing and Realty can be your ideal choice. They can help you buy or rent modern homes in a good neighborhood inside the city according to your budget and amenities needed. Their customer services are exceptional and are willing to go the extra mile to keep their customers happy.

Contact information

1925-B Richmond Ave

Houston, TX 77098

832.356.8847

 

Top43 Houston Movers

 

1. AFA Movers

Whether you want affordable movers that offer relocating services or household moving services, AFA Movers have an extensive successful portfolio that can match what you’re looking for. They don’t charge any hidden fees and are always on time. What makes AFA Movers the best is that they are straightforward with the services they offer and their booking process is simple to understand.

Contact

Houston, TX 77498

Phone: 832-898-8808

 

2. Roman Mover

Do not allow the process of moving to Houston exhaust you. Instead, opt for relocating services offered by Roman Movers. They have been providing moving services since 2008, and they always ensure that your fragile items are well handled. Apart from being professionals, Roman Movers come with their equipment and all materials needed to make your move stress free.

Contact

3915 Goulburn Dr

Houston, TX, 77045

Phone: (832)279-8405

 

3. A-1 Allstate Movers, Inc

Whether you want commercial or residential movers, A-1 Allstate is dependable as they have been providing services since 1983. In addition to helping you relocate safely, they also offer packing services when requested by a customer. Even if your move is short notice, they have experienced staff that provides quick packing and unpacking services.

Contact

8633 Pagewood

Houston, Texas 77063

Phone: 713.952.5077

4. Cheap Movers Houston

If you’re looking for the cheapest rates from local movers, call up Cheap Movers Houston. This Houston-wide moving company offers residential and commercial moving services, as well as packing/unpacking, storage, piano moves, and more. Request a free quote easily online using their platform or call an agent: (281) 936-0786.
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 			You may live an eco-friendly life and do your best to reuse, recycle, and use less each day. Moving every item you own is no reason to give up your green lifestyle. Incorporate eco-friendly steps to minimize your carbon footprint, as well as to save you time and money on your relocation.

1. Donate

Whether you contract with a moving company or move things yourself, having less will save money and headaches. Preparing for a move provides the perfect opportunity to assess your possessions and keep only the ones that are necessary and important to you. Responsibly donate the rest to individuals or organizations so others can benefit from your castoffs and they will not end up in a landfill.

2. Fuel wisely

How you transport your possessions is as important as what you transport. Select companies that offer well-maintained, fuel-efficient trucks, whether you are renting and driving one or hiring a moving company. Some companies now sport fleets that operate on bio-fuel. If you are shipping your car, consider rail transport. Trains are four times more energy efficient than trucks.

3. Reuse

Cardboard boxes are a mainstay when moving, but they need not be new ones. Ask friends and family if they have unused boxes that they are willing to part with. Check with grocery and liquor stores for more boxes. Boxes can be used several times if stored in a clean, dry place. Pass along the boxes you use to others when they move.

4. Repurpose

Forget traditional packing peanuts and plastic bubble wrap. Austin movers suggest using your towels, linens, and out-of-season clothing to cushion your breakables. Take advantage of biodegradable packing peanuts. Utilize trash bags as containers for soft, bulky items like pillows, coats, and skiwear, then save the bags for messy trash, or use them as drop cloths for DIY projects.

5. Rent

Some companies rent sturdy, plastic containers to individuals to use during a move. This saves you money because you can rent heavy-duty containers for less than purchasing. Having to return them within a given timeframe encourages you to unpack quickly and settle into your home, minimizing that awkward transition phase. And you are more environmentally conscious by using a big piece of plastic once that can be used up to 400 times by others. Also, consider renting hand trucks and furniture pads instead of buying so that the items can be used many times. Renting also saves you the headache of storing empty containers.

Once you consider your move from an eco-friendly perspective, you will find many ways to minimize your possessions, maximize the use of containers by you and others, repurpose items making a move, and discover fuel-efficient options for getting from point A to point B. Your green approach will be kinder to the earth, easier on your budget, and ultimately result in a smoother move to your new location.
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 			For anyone building a new home, sticking to budget is often a top priority. One thing that is for sure is when you use features that are energy efficient. Using the environment and climate in your passive design is more
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 			The increased efforts for environmental conservation have spread to different sectors including construction. Green buildings are the latest trends in reducing human carbon footprints. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design is a rating program that certifies the energy efficiency of
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                About Us

			Lights Out Houston is a blog project to promote energy efficiency authored by contributors from Houston’s real estate and home construction sectors. Houston may be known as a city that thrives off energy production, but it’s also a place that consumes its fair share of that energy.
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